
Specialty

Item ID Description UOM

AMR1003241

Misty Ultra High Temp Grease 48/14oz
Ultra High Temp Superfilm® Synthetic Blend Grease is a metallic silver combination of an 
olefinic copolymer anti-seize compound and a non-soap bentone grease. It is fortified with 
additives that will provide it with excellent lubricating properties, stabi

  CS  

BOB354

Partition Mounted Sanitary Nap Dispenser
PARTITION MOUNTED SANITARY NAPKIN DISPENSER.1.2GAL FOR 2 
COMPARTMENTS

  EA  

CROGS0045CHA

Crown Rely-On™ Olefin Entrance Mats
Rely-On Olefin is our economical olefin wiper mat available in a wide array of colors to match
most décors. As a wiper, Rely-On™ Olefin plays a major role in the retention of water and 
fine dust so less contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CROGS0048BR

#315 4X8 Rely On Olefin Mat Pebble Brown
Rely-On Olefin is our economical olefin wiper mat available in a wide array of colors to match
most décors. As a wiper, Rely-On™ Olefin plays a major role in the retention of water and 
fine dust so less contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CROGSR0036CGR

3Ft Wide Gray Rely On Mat Sold By Foot
Rely-On Olefin is our economical olefin wiper mat available in a wide array of colors to match
most décors. As a wiper, Rely-On™ Olefin plays a major role in the retention of water and 
fine dust so less contaminants enter the building.

  FT  

CRONR0023BR

#235 2X3 Needle Rib Mat Brn
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 
contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CRONR0036CH

#235 3X6 Needle Rib Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | LIGHT TRAFFIC
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 
contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CRONR0625BR

#235 6X25 Needle Rib Mat Brown
SCRAPER/WIPER | LIGHT TRAFFIC
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 
contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CRONR0625CH

#235 6X25 Needle Rib Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | LIGHT TRAFFIC
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 

  EA  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=AMR1003241
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CRONR0625BR
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CRONR0625CH
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contaminants enter the building.

CRONRR0036C3X20CH

#235 3X20 Needle Rib Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | LIGHT TRAFFIC
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 
contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CRONRR0036C3X37BR

#235 3X37 Needle Rib Mat Brown
SCRAPER/WIPER | LIGHT TRAFFIC
Needle-Rib™ is our economical ribbed-pattern solution for low traffic entrances. As a 
wiper/scraper, Needle-Rib™ will get rid of the dirt while retaining water so fewer 
contaminants enter the building.

  EA  

CROS1R410DB

#261 4X10 Super Soaker Diamond Brown
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Reinforced diamond pattern and raised borders endure heavy traffic and provide excellent 
crush resistance. Dries quickly and maintains vivid color. Intelligent solution to reduce 
maintenance costs and protect floors.

  EA  

CROSSR0046FG

#250 4X6 Super Soaker Forest Green
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0314BL

#250 3X14 Super Soaker Mat Blue
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0314CH

#250 3X14 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR034CH

#250 3X4 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR035BL

Crown Super-Soaker™ Entrance Mats
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR035CH

Crown Super-Soaker™ Entrance Mats
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROSSR035BL
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CROSSR037CH

#250 3X7 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0416BL

#250 4X16 Super Soaker Mat Blue
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0416CH

#250 4X16 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0420BL

#250 4X20 Super Soaker Mat Blue
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR0420CH

#250 4X20 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR046CH

Crown Super-Soaker™ Entrance Mats
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR065CH

#250 6X5 Super Soaker Mat Char
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR310BL

#250 3X10 Super Soaker Mat Blue
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

CROSSR310BR

#250 3X10 Super Soaker Mat Brown
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

#250 3X10 Super Soaker Mat Charcoal
Scraper/Wiper Medium Traffic. Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor 
conditions. As a Performance Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt 
and continue to wipe moisture from shoes.

  EA  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROSSR310BL
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROSSR310BR
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CROSSR310CH

CROSSR610BLU

#250 6X10 Super Soaker Mat Blue
SCRAPER/WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC
Fibers designed to retain water and reduces hazardous floor conditions. As a Performance 
Collection mat, this premium product will hold pounds of dirt and continue to wipe moisture 
from shoes.

  EA  

CROWP0034PB

#310 3X4 Wonderpro Mat Pebble Brown
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWP0035MB

#310 3X5 Wonderpro Mat Marlin Blue
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWP0035PB

#310 3X5 Wonderpro Mat Pebble Brown
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWP0036CH

#310 3X6 Wonderpro Mat Charcoal
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWP0072C6X10CH

#310 6X10 Wonderpro Mat Charcoal
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWPR0036CPB

#310 3X3 Wonderpro Mat Pebble Brown
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWPR0048PBC

#310 4X7 Wonderpro Mat
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWPR0072C6X10

#310 6X10 Wonderpro Mat Charcoal
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWPR0072C6X2CH

#310 6X2 Wonderpro Mat Charcoal
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWP0072C6X10CH
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0036CPB
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0048PBC
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0072C6X10
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0072C6X2CH
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CROWPR0072CCH6X26

#310 6X26 Wonderpro Mat Charcoal
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

CROWPR0072PBW

#310 5X7 Wonderpro Mat
WIPER | MEDIUM TRAFFIC. Wonder-Pro™ is our classic plush olefin mat available in a wide
array of colors! Helps protect floors with vinyl backing moisture barrier. As a wiper, Wonder-
Pro™ plays a major role in the retention of water and fine dust so less

  EA  

DYM91195

Dykem Medium Tip UV Marker
Marks on plastic, glass and nonporous surfaces. Excellent for security applications. 
Detectable by UV light. Drying Time: 45 seconds to 1 minute. Color: Clear - Illuminates Blue 
under Black Light.

  CS  

ELKH18MET 9X18 1.2Mil Ice Bag Plain   CS  

ELKM4PLW
4 Plastic Covered Bag Tie White
4" PLASTIC COVERED BAG TIE WHITE 10000/CS   CS  

ETT48218

Ettore® 18" Wipe 'N Dry Floor Squeegee w/Splash Guard
Black Moss Rubber
Floor Squeegees with
Splash Guards and Brush
The 98% closed-cell moss rubber digs
deep into grout and irregular surfaces. The
Polypropylene bristles allow dual brush and
squeegee action. Great for food service jobs.

  CS 
EA  

IMP799170

SDS REPLACEMENT 3-RING BINDER   EA  

MOVFDPT-660P

Move-It Steel Fold Down Platform Truck
24"X36" STEEL DOCK UTILITY CART 8" PNEUMATIC CASTERS, 660LB CAPACITY.

  EA 
CS  

MOVFDPT-660R

Move-It Steel Fold Down Platform Truck
24"X36" STEEL DOCK UTILITY CART 5" HARD RUBBER CASTERS, 660LB CAPACITY.

  EA 
CS  

ODL90790

Oil Dri Universal Sock 3 X 4'
Made of treated chemically inert meltblown polypropylene that is sandwiched between a 
spunbond cover stock and a fine fiber layer. 30" x 150'. Perforated 15" x 18". Can be used on
all fluids and general spills.

  BX  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0072CCH6X26
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=CROWPR0072PBW
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=ELKH18MET
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=ELKM4PLW
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=ODL90790
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PAD90030

Light-Duty White Pad
NON -ABRASIVE PAD SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR PORCELAIN,CERAMIC,FINE CHINA 
& OTHER DELICATE SURFACES LIGHT DUTY WHITE PAD 3.5X6 40/CS

  CS  

PAD98604

Light Duty White Pad 6X9
Non-abrasive pad; it is tough but gentle. Will not scratch. Specially designed for cleaning 
porcelain, ceramic, fine china and other delicate surfaces. Available in 6" x 9" or full 7/8" thick
hand-size.

  CS  

PGC00009
DCT High Temperature Grill Cleaner
DCT high temperature grill cleaner. Ready to use liquid pocket cleaner packet.

  CS 
PLT 
MIN  

PGC00033
DCT High Temperature Grill Cleaner Spray
DCT high temperature grill cleaner spray. Ready to use liquid cleaner in quarts.

  MIN 
PLT  CS  

PGC90618

Mr Clean Magic Eraser Sheet 8/16ct
Brighten up your business by helping to renew its surfaces. Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser 
Original will help your walls, baseboards, floors, switch plates, blinds and more look like new 
again by easily removing scuff marks and dirt. To discover the cleaning pos

  PLT 
CS  MIN  

PGC90656

Mr Clean Magic Eraser Sheet 16/8ct
Brighten up your business by helping to renew its surfaces. Mr. Clean® Magic Eraser 
Original will help your walls, baseboards, floors, switch plates, blinds and more look like new 
again by easily removing scuff marks and dirt. To discover the cleaning pos

  MIN 
PLT  CS  

ROYGC6000-2

Guest Check Paper Green 2Pt Booked
GUEST CHECK PAPER INTERLEAV CARBON 2 PT BOOKED PKD 50/50 17 LINES - 
GREEN. Avoid mistakes. Better than memory. Improve table service. Provide professional 
service. 3.46 X 6.69".

  CS  

ROYGC7000-2

Guest Check Paper Green 2Pt Booked
GUEST CHECK PAPER INTERLEAV CARBON 2 PT BOOKED PKD 50/50 17 LINES - 
GREEN. Avoid mistakes. Better than memory. Improve table service. Provide professional 
service. 3.46 X 6.69".

  CS  

ROYGCT4797-2

Guest Check Paper Green 2Pt Booked
GUEST CHECK PAPER INTERLEAV CARBON 2 PT BOOKED PKD 50/50 17 LINES - 
GREEN. Avoid mistakes. Better than memory. Improve table service. Provide professional 
service. 3.46 X 6.69".

  CS 
PLT  

SANX100507 Oceans Soap Replacement Bottle for S890   EA  

SANXT101001
Replacement Hub for T7000
T7000 SIMPLICITY ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER -- REPLACEMENT HUBS 2/CS

  MIN 
EA  

http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PGC00009
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PGC00033
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PGC90618
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=PGC90656
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=ROYGC7000-2
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=ROYGCT4797-2
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=SANX100507
http://www.sheppard-enterprises.com/default.aspx?page=item%20detail&itemcode=SANXT101001



